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Editorial

The articles in this issue of RSS deal with very various subjects, but share common
themes: the question of how religious identities are developed in response to changes
in the environment, and conversely the question of how they are preserved by
promoting such changes.
Francine Banner looks at how the persona of the female suicide bomber in
Chechnya has developed as a result of the contingent formation of Chechen identities
over history: such identities are tribal, Soviet (class-based), ethnic, nationalist,
gendered, rural, urban and of course religious. Identity is not static, but emerges at a
given historical moment within the context of narrative debates. 'Concepts such as
religion and tradition, in this view, are not unchanging referents but are "embodied
arguments", which means that standards for what constitutes their meanings are
established in relation to rival and competing claims both locally and from without.'
Banner argues that Chechen history may best be viewed as series of 'moments' in
which collective identity has undergone significant shifts rather than as a monolithic
construction that is resurrected in times of external threat. She identifies four such key
'moments' in recent history: the Bolshevik Revolution and advent of the Soviet state;
the Second World War, the deportation of the Chechen populace, and ill-executed
reintegration; the fall of the Iron Curtain, Chechen demand for sovereignty, and the
first modern Russo-Chechen war; and the second Russo-Chechen war. Banner argues
that at each of these moments what it means to be Chechen has been an object of
competing narratives, and that at the present time it is gendered, national and
religious identities that appear most centrally in the persona of theChechen woman
suicide bomber. Banner also argues that the recent surge of Islamism in the republic
should be seen as the outcome of a local historical process rather than as a
manifestation of external 'Wahhabist' influences. Other scholars have identified broad
factors such as globalisation, democratisation or fundamentalist resurgence as root
causes of global suicide terrorism, but Banner argues that it is equally important to
study the specific historical and geographical contexts.
Olessia Vovina considers the strategies adopted by the Mishar Tatar Muslim
minority in Chuvashia to preserve its identity. This involves 'the conscious and
purposeful creation of sacred space ... endowing places with spiritual significance and
ritual functions'. 'Space' is of various types: physical (nature), mental (logical
abstraction) and social. Social space is a product of the encounter between space
perceived and space conceived, and as a social product it must reflect the multiple
meanings emanating from within a society. Spaces are therefore often contested.
Moreover, space as a socio-cultural construction can be transnational, refusing to
conform to the established boundaries of nation-state and territory. These
considerations are important in a study of how the Mishar Tatars are setting about
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recovering an imagined past. In recent years they have been in competition with the
Chuvash majority with its Christian and pre-Christian traditions. Many of the sites to
which the Mishars lay claim are subject to alternative interpretations on the part of
Chuvash groups. Both Mishar and Chuvash, moreover, lay claim to sites beyond the
borders of the Chuvash Republic, in Tatarstan, which they regard as critical to their
historical visions of lost heritage and statehood.
Esther Peperkamp looks at another type of contested area: that of leisure time. In
communist Poland the Catholic parish-based Oasis movement organised retreats for
children and young people as an alternative to state-organised sport camps and
children's villages. When Catholicism faced an atheist ideological opponent, two
'pedagogical projects' contested with one another. Since 1989 the situation has
changed, and the aims of Oasis are now defined not in relation to an alternative
pedagogical project, but in the context of the absence of such a project. Since the end
of communism a new individualist model of leisure has become the norm. It is clear
that leisure is still as contested an issue as it was during communism: indeed, perhaps
even more so, since for many Catholics the autonomy of the 'market', the freedom to
choose, is deeply ambivalent: people can choose the wrong things. Peperkamp argues
that 'contestation about leisure is the result of current market and consumption
conditions, which give rise to a discourse on morality which is new but which
nevertheless also draws on continuities with the past'. The conflict over free time in
Poland has been redefined: it is no longer a struggle of 'freedom against oppression'
but a struggle of 'freedom against freedom'.
Joachim Willems examines the strategies whereby the Russian Orthodox Church
(ROC) seeks to promote its influence in society. He notes that while some experts
argue that the ROC is successful in exerting political influence, others argue just the
reverse. His own view is that in its power struggle with other political and social actors
the ROC is in fact most successful when it pursues a strategy of influencing public
discourses. He examines how the ROC promotes various theses - that religion and
morality are intimately interconnected; that Orthodoxy is an essential element in
culture-and how it gives its own gloss to key concepts in traditional Russian culture
such as 'dukhovnost' ('spirituality'), 'nravstvennost' (morality) and 'mirovozzreniye'
(,world-view'). Willems finds that 'to a significant extent the political activity of the
ROC is characterised by redefining politically relevant concepts'. At the same time the
programme of the ROC remains attractive to political and social actors who do not
necessarily consider themselves Orthodox believers. 'On questions of identity creation
and the raising of moral standards the interests of church and state coincide, and
synergy can produce results welcome to both parties.' Willems concludes with some
caveats. The ROC's aim is apparently that the Russian state should be shaped by
Orthodoxy. 'For the development of a democratic society,' however,
it is necessary that civil society institutions should emerge which will keep
themselves at a certain distance from the state in order to monitor it
and suggest reforms. The definition of Russian culture, morality and
'spirituality' as essentially Orthodox is problematic in view of the fact that
Russia is in many respects a pluralist state as far as religion and belief are
concerned.
May 2006
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